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Estate Planning - It’s a Two-Step Process
Most people think of Wills when they think of estate planning. Whether a person dies with a Will or
without a Will (called “intestacy”), both cases are part of the Probate process. This process governs how the
real property, personal property, and intangible property is distributed at death. However, it is not the only
legal mechanism for passing property upon one’s death. A second way to pass property involves contract law
and beneficiaries. This article discusses the need for having a Will and the importance of naming beneficiaries.
A Will is important. It identifies the specific people or entities who you want to receive your
property when you die. A Will allows you to name a guardian of your minor children, if you have them, and
who is to safeguard your minor children’s assets. It also identifies whom you do not want to get your
property or to take care of your children and their property. Everyone should have a Will to ensure that your
wishes are followed. If a person dies without a Will, then the person dies intestate. Without a will, you
cannot assume that that property will go to your spouse or the people that you consider family. If you die
intestate, the laws of the state where you die determine who receives your property. Although there may be
some similarities, each state statute varies from the others. This may result in your property being disposed in
ways you do not intend. The only way to make sure that your wishes are followed is to have a Will.
It is also possible for property to pass outside the Probate process, and that involves contract law. If
another person or entity has possession or control of your property or property interests and you have a
contract that states who will acquire that property or property interests upon your death, that contract
transfers your legal right to the property outside of the probate process. This may sound complicated, but it is
actually very simple. An example of this process is a life insurance policy. You contracted that in exchange
for paying a premium, the insurance company will pay a lump sum amount at the time of your death. As part
of creating the insurance policy, you probably listed a beneficiary. That person will receive the lump sum
amount without ever going through probate. Life insurance and SGLI are two examples of a contractuallyheld property. Bank accounts, stocks, bonds, mutual funds, IRAs, 401(k)s, TSP, and the Death Gratuity are
also examples of property that pass through contract law upon your death.
Naming beneficiaries of contractually-held assets is relatively easy and usually does not require help
from an attorney. Typically, you need to contact the entity who controls or possesses your property and ask
for a “beneficiary statement” or “pay upon death statement” to complete. Witnesses may be required to fill
out the document or it may need to be notarized, but such a statement is generally easy to understand and can
be accomplished without the assistance of an attorney. When it comes to a conflict between who is a
beneficiary in your Will and a beneficiary of contractually-held property, the contract wins. If a Will gives life
insurance to your mother but the “pay upon death statement” gives the it to your ex-spouse, the ex-spouse
gets the life insurance. That is why it is important to ensure that the beneficiary information is correct.
Now you know there are two steps in estate planning, having a Will and updating your “pay upon
death statement” or “beneficiary statement” for your contractually-held property. Completing both steps
will assist your loved ones with carrying out your wishes in the event of your death. A little work on your
part now will save a lot of work and money for them in the future. Please see a Legal Assistance Attorney
for help with your estate planning.
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